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Bigger isn’t always better, which is one reason
many attendees like the European Business Aviation
Convention and Exhibition (EBACE), which takes
place in Switzerland each May. They see it as a
scaled-down version of the National Business Avia-
tion Association (NBAA) convention that is held
annually in the U.S. And they laud the Geneva Con-
vention (as many refer to it) for its more intimate
setting and because–despite much lower attendance
than the U.S. show–many exhibitors believe it attracts
more serious buyers.

In Geneva this year, the sun-soaked static display
of approximately 50 aircraft included relatively few
used jets. For the most part, they were large aircraft
that have been in high demand, like the Boeing Busi-
ness Jet. The market for that model has been on fire
lately, with prices rising quickly from around $45
million to about $55 million. Now, one BBJ that was
displayed at Geneva reportedly is under contract for
more than $60 million–prompting the owner of the
only one remaining for sale to chart new territory
with an asking price above $65 million. Referring to
the current escalation of prices and what buyers are
willing to pay, one of my counterparts at the show
asserted, “Crazy doesn’t exist anymore.” 

While talk of ruble-laden Russians buying up every-
thing with wings is pervasive right now, the reality

may be somewhat less exciting–at least it was at
EBACE. In fact, a few weeks after the show, all of the
used aircraft displayed there were still being marketed
actively. As noted above, one BBJ is under contract,
but its U.S. buyer surfaced prior to the show. From
that standpoint, EBACE may be much like the U.S.
convention, where relationships are often initiated and
then cultivated, allowing for a sale to follow later on.

It was a bit surprising to see so many familiar
faces in Geneva, which brings to mind the only com-
plaint I heard about the event: “There are too many
American accents this year. I hope this doesn’t turn
out to be like NBAA.” Interestingly, that comment
came from a foreigner at the show–an American! o
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Two-year Inventory Trends of 
One Small, One Midsize 

and One Large Jet
June 2005 - June 2007
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THE PRICE OF AIR CHARTER 

*Prices are for one-way flights and do not include aircraft positioning charges, 
fuel surcharges and other possible expenses, such as catering and airport landing
and ramp fees. Source: Air Charter Guide (www.aircharterguide.com)

Average Hourly Rates*

National Northwest U.S.
Now Year ago Now Year ago

Bell 206 $807 $756 $747 $698

King Air 200 $1,198 $1,170 $1,186 $1,112

Citation II $1,776 $1,752 $1,758 $1,714

Learjet 35A $2,026 $1,992 $2,109 $2,039

Hawker 800A $3,117 $3,044 $3,250 $3,120

Falcon 50 $3,669 $3,617 $3,700 $3,500

Gulfstream III $4,451 $4,365 $4,250 $4,250

What you’ll pay for charter varies not
only by aircraft but by region. Here
are the average per-hour rates for
popular aircraft nationally and in the
Northwest U.S., now and a year
ago. Look for price data for other
parts of the country in future issues.

Perhaps you’re going on a business trip and
wonder which of your colleagues or friends might 
be headed for the same city or conference. A new
Web-based networking service called PairUp may 
be able to tell you.

To use the free service, which is supported by
advertising, you go to the company’s Web site and
enter your travel plans, along with a list of coworkers,
potential clients or associates from your Microsoft
Outlook or other computer address program. PairUp’s
software then searches online booking engines;
matches your travel plans with those of other PairUp
users who are willing to share itineraries; and noti-
fies you if they’ll be at your destination. The system
also can work in reverse by alerting you when clients
or colleagues come to your neck of the woods.

Company founder and CEO Esteban Sardera
initially concentrated his company’s promotional
efforts on users of commercial aviation, but he said
PairUp has received a lot of interest from air charter
brokers looking to match clients to share flights.–C.E.
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Inventory of Used Business Jets Up Slightly
June 2005-June 2007

Source (all charts): Jetnet, LLC
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Some Popular Preowned Models

Note: Averages are based on published asking prices. Such prices are not
available for all aircraft on the market. Actual selling prices may vary.

No. Average Average
in Percentage price price

Model operation for sale 2005 ($M) 2007 ($M)

CitationJet 353 8.5 2.5 2.6

Learjet 31A 208 11.1 3.3 3.3

Astra Classic 32 15.6 4.5 4.3

Premier I 131 10.7 4.6 4.6

Citation VII 118 15.3 6.0 6.0

Learjet 60 313 8.3 7.6 7.3

Hawker 800XP 443 7.2 10.0 9.1

Falcon 50 240 10.8 8.8 9.6

Challenger 604 361 4.7 17.9 20.5

Gulfstream IV-SP 286 2.8 25.2 25.2

Bryan Comstock is president of Jeteffect, Inc., a jet sales
and acquisitions firm based in Long Beach, Calif.

For those who remember where they were when
Neil Armstrong and his crew took the ultimate busi-
ness flight, it might be hard to believe NASA’s
Apollo program is celebrating its 40th anniversary
this year. In the Shadow of the Moon, which opens
throughout the U.S. on September 7, marks that
anniversary by taking a look back at one of the 20th
Century’s crowning achievements.

The film features no familiar Hollywood voice
as narrator. Instead, the story is told by the astronauts,
who give their recollections in an earthy, occasionally
humorous manner. The producers managed to include
an astronaut from each of the 10 manned Apollo
missions, though Armstrong maintains his legendary
reclusiveness, appearing in the film only through file
footage and as the subject of anecdotes by his peers.
Their interviews, shot in close-up, show the wrinkles
and grey hair, but it’s clear their memories have in
no way been diminished by the passage of time.

Using the Apollo 11 “one giant leap for mankind”
mission as its framework, the movie showcases the
socio-political explanations for the Apollo program
and details key events in its history, from the fire
during training that claimed the lives of the first
Apollo crew to the in-space explosion aboard
Apollo 13 and its tension-filled return to Earth.
While the film brings a degree of familiarity to the
men who once graced evening newscasts, for space
fans the incredibly re-mastered NASA footage
(some of which has been in storage for decades) is
itself worth the price of admission. –C.E.

Source (all statistics and charts): Jetnet, LLC




